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About This Content

This pack contains 8 skins. Unlocks the additional skin for each playable class.

Frighten your enemies and crush them with style!
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Minimum:

OS: Windows XP / Vista / 7 / 8

Processor: 1,3 GHz CPU
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Its worth a dollar.. Yeah I ducking love this.
Same as most VR games these days, excellent quick pick up and play.
Its really is just duckhunt in VR and works so well, very retro feel to it.
The 8bit grapics work so well.
Price point is excellent for what it is.. Pros: runs smooth .... real smooth. And it is a lot of fun when teamed with friend. The
game blends FPS and TD nicely and is just plain 'ole fun. And the text to speech is a blast.

Cons: you can only write one full line of text to speach.

Would write U R A P P infinetly. 11.5/10

PS - it's worth the $10 and if you can get it on sale, just get it!

PSS - U R A P P. This game is a really sweet experience. Don't purchase expecting to matchmake against others online as it is
generally hard to find a game. I do highly recommend getting some friends together and giving the game a shot!. One of the best
games I've ever played
Glorious violence, melee and shooting blended to make combat intense.
Online is still alive and it will never die, just don't expect to jump in and do well
Some of us have been here a long time (note most of my hours are on xbox)

Would recommend to anyone willing to put the time in to learn the game
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Stubborn child argues that Santa isn't real, but it's a 50+ hours long over the top anime debate. I've had this game for years, and
so I try to play again for the umpteenth time now that I have spare time and remember once again and uninstall this junk
because it doesn't have controller support. I don't even understand how you port a game from console to steam and not have
controller support... Anyway. Yeah, I don't recommend. It is fine for people who use keyboard\/mouse I suppose, but I am not
really good with that and it shouldn't have been an issue in the first place.. I wouldn't pay full price for it, but it's a fun little
rhythm game with well animated 3D anime waifus.. for achievements hunter very good, 10\/10 for all others not really, because
it's just an achievement game.. A pointless little time-waster, without any meaningful story or conclusion.

Uninteresting characters, cliché dialogues and lazy artwork make this "game" a painfully boring experience.. Its actually quite
difficult. I think you should add keybindings for a start, secondly Health drops would be nice and thirdly, the enemies when they
come at you in 2+ you can't defeat them without getting your\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665handed to you. I've never been
good at darksouls games however so yeah.... the multiplayer menu for me was lagging very bad while the actual gameplay was
fine. can you tell me what to do to get rid of this?. Early access for a reason, can't wait to experience it when it has a much
bigger community (playing against bots is easy and boring)
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